


UNICORN
MAZES



Pink sea
Tom Cat needs to swim to his 
friend. How can he swim?

Diamonds
Help the unicorn Zvezdochka get to 
the big diamond, collecting all the 
small ones along the way



It's time to swim!
Unicorn Rose got very dirty after the walk. 
Draw a path for the water to enter the shower head.

Boo!
How to get a unicorn
to the castle and avoid
encounters with ghosts?



Donut maze
Help the kid get out of the maze 
and find your mom.

Sweet island
Help the unicorn go through the 
maze and get to the Sweet Island.



Vacation
Kate goes on vacation , help her
get to the boat and collect on the way things.

Rainbow world
Tata and Nana have to pick up their 
little sister Lala, but they have 
to go under all the rainbows.



At a watering hole
The unicorn is very thirsty! Help him get to the 
lake and collect all the apples on the way.

Bird mail
Help Chika the bird fly through 
the clouds to deliver 
the letter to the unicorn.



To the pond!
How to get to the pond and grab 
your frog friend along the way?

Home
The unicorn Tosya lives in the highest 
tower. Which path should she take?



In the cold
Help the unicorn make his way through the 
snow maze to the village where he lives.

In the garden
Tonya the unicorn loves to watch 
butterflies. Help her walk along the path 
so that she can see all the butterflies.



On the lawn
How does the unicorn Flower get to the flower 
bed? Draw a path so she doesn't get lost.

Princess crown
Which path to take 
to get to the crown?



Through the clearing
Find the path that will 
lead the unicorn home.

Present
Today is Mimi's birthday, 
help her find her present.



Balloons
Follow the strings from the 
balls to determine which colors 
you want to paint them in .

Bright colors
Navigate the path from palettes  
to unicorns and then you will find out  
what colors  
they need paint.



Rainbow house
Help to walk along the city paths and 
reach the house with a rainbow.

In space
Help the unicorn-astronaut get to 
the magical planet through 
the constellations.



Creation
Mandarin the Unicorn loves to 
paint, but the workshop is such 
a mess! How to get to the easel?

Crystals
Help the unicorn go through a twisted 
maze to get to the magic crystals.



A meeting
The unicorn Pyatnyshko needs to take 
the princess to the fountain. There the 
prince will be waiting for her.

We fly to visit
Which path to take 
butterflies to fly 
to a unicorn?



Sweet tooth
Unicorn Gray is very fond of honey. 
But how can he get around the bees?

Until the rainbow
Which path will lead 
the unicorn to the magic water lily 
by the rainbow?
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